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Hello and welcome!
I’m so glad that you are here.

I created this e-guide for you after experiencing depletion and an early menopause at 41
years of age.

You see, I had fallen into the all too common trap of putting others needs before my own:
my kids and family, my beautiful clients and friends. 

Until…overwhelm and depletion crept up on me.

I had chronic insomnia, anxiety, and had gained weight. My digestion was a mess. I was
often so bloated I couldn’t breathe deeply, which perpetuated the anxiety.

My menstrual cycle had become erratic. I would skip months at a time and the build-up
came with hot flushes and such irritability I felt like a volcano. My poor family! Everything
felt like a struggle. Where had my joy for life gone?

Finally, a panic attack made me stop in my tracks and I realised how far I had strayed from
myself, my heart, my balance and health.

It was time to stop and listen to the cries of my body and come back to the knowledge and
practices that Ayurveda had given me, but I had forgotten to live.

I learned the hard way that knowledge is not enough. It is how we live, the little things we
do each day that will, over time, build us up or wear us down.
It is how we live leading up to menopause that will, largely, determine our experience.

I was lucky enough to know how to start on my path to health and I learned a lot more
along the way! 

Before my final days of Menopause in 2016 I brought regularity and balance back into my
cycles and my life. With what I now call my Sacred Self Care Practices my sleep, digestion,
headaches and energy all improved and my joy for life was back!

Looking back it truly felt like a transformation from a burnt out shell to a Spring tree
blossoming with new life! Now I am happy to be able to support many women in creating
more ease, health, hormonal balance and joy in their lives. 

May this guide help you bring great health, balance and ease into your life.

Ayurvedic Practitioner and Yoga Teacher

xx Jacqueline



You are a wholistic and rhythmic being. Every part of you is connected with and has an
influence on other parts. 
 
Ayurveda and Yoga reminds us that are not only our physical body but are made of subtle
aspects too including:
 
- our Prana or life-force energy which gives us life
- our rational doing mind that connects us to the world  
- our inner intuitive knowing
- and our most subtle spark of the consciousness that connects us to the Divine. 
 
Every aspect of you wants to be loved and nourished. 
 
For your hormones this is especially true. 
 
Your hormones do not work in a vacuum but are intimately connected with and affected by
all that you experience; how you feel, how you digest and eliminate waste, how you pursue
your goals in life and how you manage stress.  
 
Essentially your hormones reflect how you have been living and how satisfied you are with
the choices you have made in your life. 
 
With the wisdom of Ayurveda and my own life experience, I am so happy to share with you
how to balance your hormones naturally via diet, lifestyle and stress management. 
 
Just as it is not the right time to start digging a well when already thirsty it is the health and
reserves we create before menopause which will help us approach this transition and
beyond with grace, joy and vitality!   
 

The Big Picture



You are a rhythmic being! Your hormones are cyclic and your body thrives on rhythm!

When you eat, sleep and wake each day has strong effect on your hormonal cycles. 
 
Do you start your day immediately mentally, or literally, ticking things of your to do list? Or
do you allow a little time to center yourself and take care of the needs of your body, mind
and spirit before your work day begins. 

I see so many women running on empty and draining their reserves of energy. They have
fallen into the habit of giving too much to others without filling their own cup. 
 
Is this you too? 
 
If yes…then it is time to deeply love and care for you! 
 
I know that voice in your head might be crying “but there just isn’t enough time for me!” 
 
Well let me tell you a secret…Time truly is relative and having rhythm to your day actually
gives you more time! 
 
When there is a rhythm to your day your nervous system can relax. You can more easily
shift into the rest and digest mode of the parasympathetic nervous system when your
body knows what is coming – the next meal, bedtime and waking, exercise.  Your
body gets into the rhythm of providing what is needed at the right time for optimal rest,
digestion, elimination and vitality. 

Too much change can mess with your blood sugar, body clock and hormone balance.
Erratic living creates less ease and stability in life. Your energy becomes scattered and
you’ll be less efficient in your day.

Creating daily rhythm, called Dincharya, in your life will be a big part of creating hormonal
balance and more time and ease in your life.
 
To begin choose one or two that appeal to you and feel do-able. You want it to be easy and
underwhelming…got it?!

Daily Rhythms



Your digestion is strongest in the middle of the day. As the sun goes down your internal
channels start to wind down for the night…just like the petal of a daisy closing. 

Eating a heavy main meal at night is a sure way to feel blah the next morning. Our bodies
haven't evolved to digest a lot of food at this time of day so our digestive strength is lower.
Eating a heavy or late evening meal often is a sure way to create more inflammation and
toxins in our system.

As often as you can eat your main meal for lunch and enjoy a lighter dinner, like soups and
salads. If your work doesn’t allow for a main meal at lunch still make sure your dinner is
had as early and light (whilst still being nutritious and satisfying) as possible. 

In winter try to eat by 6pm and in summer it can be a little later. You want to leave at least
3 hours between eating and going to bed to encourage good sleep. 

Perhaps invest in a slow cooker for to put a meal on in the morning so you don’t have to
prepare dinner when you get home.

Earlier and lighter dinner

Lights out by 10pm
I’ll bet that you often feel tired before 10pm but push on to get things done. Then that old
second wind kicks in and it is hard to wind down and get to sleep. So, you end up staying
up later and later! 
Sound familiar? 

The energy of the fire element rises at about 10pm and stirs up the mind. Ideally you want
to internalise that energy for your body’s house cleaning and subtle processing not for
pushing on. 

Spend the last hour before bed in restful & non stimulating activities. Screens off! The blue
light from our phones and other screens inhibit melatonin production which we need for
good sleep. Read a book, chat with loved ones or massage the soles of your feet
before bed to promote good sleep. (pop on some older socks to protect your
sheets).

The hours between 10pm and 2pm are the most rejuvenating hours of sleep and repair
each night. If we miss that window we are less rejuvenated and, over time, our juicy
reserves of energy become depleted and this affects hormone balance.



Ayurveda, and many other traditions, recognise the special quality of energy just before
dawn. In the ancient texts, the Vedas, this time is called Brahmamuhurta meaning the
creators time or Amritvela, the time of nectar. Any spiritual practice such as meditation or
even simple breathing will have a greater affect as we tap into the calm energy of
Prana/Universal Energy at this time. 

After rising, gently scrape any coating off your tongue with a tongue scraper, drink 1-3 cups
of warm water, perhaps with a squeeze of fresh lemon juice to alkalanise your system and
support an early bowel movement. Then sit or lie down and tune in to your breath, your
body and your inner stillness. 

What you do in the first moments of your day will set the tone for the rest of the day.
Meditating near dawn with a loving attitude nourishes your nervous system. This has a
direct and positive effect on your hormone balance.

Start Your Day Right

The healthy person
should get up (from bed) during brahmamuhurta, to protect his life’. 

Charaka Samhita

Rhythms for Good Digestion

Do you eat when you are hungry? Or when it is convenient and when your work dictates? 
If you experience bloating, indigestion, headaches, constipation or diarrhoea it could be
not what you eat but when you eat! 

Many people have lost touch with their hunger, their appetite. We tend to eat for many
reasons…out of boredom, for emotional reasons, or socially at a party without really being
hungry. 

But hunger is the signal that your digestive capacity, called Agni, is ready and able to turn
your good food into nourishment your body and produce the building blocks needed for
good quality hormone production. 



Only eat when the previous meal has been digested - only when you are hungry 

Take a minute to sit and breathe before eating to drop into rest and digest mode

Eat sitting down

Avoid multi-tasking, reading, working and driving whilst eating.

Eat more freshly cooked food than raw food as it is easier to digest

Eat fruit separate to meals or half hour before a meal not immediately after a meal

Sip a small amount of warm or room temperature water with meals. Large amounts will

dilute the digestive fire; fizzy and cold drinks will create bloating

Chew well and eat slowly and moderately - 1/3 food, 1/3 space and 1/3 liquid is a good

measure. Still hungry? Wait 5 mins, sip warm water, then eat small amount more if hungry

To soothe an upset gut between meals drink warm water or equal parts cumin, coriander

and fennel seeds - 1 tsp of the seed mix to a cup of hot water and sip this tea.

Do not eat when emotional, angry or overly excited

Tips for Good Digestion

Good digestion waits on appetite! And your appetite needs rhythm! Eating only when you
are hungry and at the same time most days will strengthen your digestion. 
Explore the tips below to improve your digestion for deeper nourishment!

Be curious about when you feel hungry. Rather than eating out of
habit, tailor your day to suit your appetite. Strengthening your

digestion will help to balance your hormones!



Sacred Self Care Practices

Self Massage

Taking care of your mind, emotions and spirit is essential for your well-being and hormone
balance. Ayurveda gives us many tools for nourishing our subtle bodies as well as our
physical body. Here are a few that you can weave into your day to create more connection,
ease, nourishment and balanced hormones!

Warm your oil bottle in a basin or small saucepan of warm water

Sit or stand comfortably in a warm room, on a towel that you don’t mind ruining with oil

accumulation. Make sure you’re protected from any wind.

Apply the oil to your entire body (or as much as you are comfortable with) for 5-20

minutes, with love and patience.

Use long strokes on limbs and circular strokes for joints. Spend more time on tight areas

Massage the abdomen and chest in broad, clockwise, circular motions.

Put a couple drops of warm oil on the tip of your little finger and apply to the opening of

your ears and nostrils.

When done, sit quietly for 5-15 mins allowing the oil to soak in. 

Use this time to meditate or sit in silence and connect with your breath.

Enjoy a warm bath or shower. You can soap your underarms etc but don't soap your body.

Towel dry with an older towel that you don't mind getting oily

At least once a week give a little extra time and attention to your massage. Rub some oil

into your scalp too and leave your oil on for longer before washing.

The practice of self-massage, called Abhyanga, is a wonderful for balancing hormones. It
helps you connect with your body and relearn how to receive. It increases circulation,
removal of toxins and nourishes your nervous system. 
Abhyanga was and still is, for me, a practice that brought back my joy and keeps me
balanced and well! Here's how to do it...



Exercising moderately at the same time each day helps to regulate your pineal gland which
in turn influences the master control system of your hormones the pituitary gland.

We all know that it is important to exercise, but…if you are already rundown, it is important
to prioritise rest and gentle exercise like walks instead of pushing yourself. If you push
yourself too much it will register as stress and trigger more cortisol production. More
cortisol makes for less hormone balance (more about that in a moment!), and impaired
digestion and immunity. 

If you are having trouble losing a few extra kilos despite having a good diet with little
alcohol or sugar it is likely that your stress levels are keeping the weight on. Choose a type
of regular exercise that is right for you and only exert yourself to half of what you could. 

What are you attracted to? Yoga, Walking, Tai Chi, Running or the Gym… the choices are
many! Where possible to your exercise out in nature to open your eyes and soul to the
beauty of the world!

Exercise

Breathe

I see so many women who have forgotten how to breathe well. They have fallen into the
habit, often due to stress or trauma, of shallow chest breathing rather than belly breathing.  

Unfortunately the habit stays long after the stress has been removed and perpetuates
anxiety and inhibits good digestion. To relearn how to breathe well book end your days,
before you get up from bed and before you fall asleep at night, with the practice below. 

Lie down with feet on the bed, knees bent up and hands resting on your belly. 
Soften your eyes, jaw and tongue. Behind your closes eyelids gently turn the gaze of your
eye downwards.
Breathe quietly and normally for a few minutes, allowing the breath to swell the abdomen
naturally with each inhalation and feel it naturally (without muscular effort) soften back
with each exhalation.  
Remember to breathe deeply and easily, without strain, throughout the day.



You've probably heard this before but, stress plays a huge role in messing up your
hormonal balance. To be completely honest taking herbs or HRT without addressing the
stress in your life is like trying to fill a holey bucket. It doesn’t really work…certainly not in
the long term.

Let’s have a quick, and very simplified, look at how this works. 

To keep it simple I’ll categorise your hormones into 2 camps - those that are nourishing
and juicy ie. your sex hormones estrogen and progesterone: And those that are energising,
motivating and, in excess, depleting ie. your stress hormones cortisol and adrenalin.

All play a role and all are important in your day to day wellbeing. 

But… too many stress hormones create problems. Just like in my story where there was too
much doing and not enough resting and receiving.

Each time you experience stress, whether mild or major, real or perceived, your blood
cortisol spikes. It takes 72 HOURS for it to come back to baseline normal levels. 

That’s three days of being in the flight, flight & freeze response with decreased digestive,
immune and cognitive functioning. 

Too much stress draws on your juicy sex hormones, especially on progesterone which is an
important little player.

Progesterone supports bone density, regulates your cycles & thyroid function,
helps to balance estrogen (boosting it if low, or regulating it and thus protecting against
estrogen dominant growths like fibrocystic breasts, endometriosis and fibroids), it supports
libido, helps normalise blood sugars, is good for skin and hair and is a natural
antidepressant!     

And it can, when demand arises, become a precursor to cortisol.    

Progesterone naturally starts to decrease at about age 35. This is not a problem unless…
unless you have TOO MUCH STRESS in your life!     

Stress Management

“Hormonal imbalance is our body asking us to look at the whole picture of our lives and
see where the stress is coming from; where we are dissatisfied with our lives, and where

we can make changes for the better.”

Dr. Claudia Welch- Balance your Hormone, Balance Your Life.



Stress Management

When your adrenals become tired progesterone will morph into cortisol to meet the
ongoing demands of stress on the body.    

This lowers progesterone which will either create estrogen dominance with its many
complications - fibroids, heavy bleeding, cysts, breast cell growth; or if estrogen is also low,
a depletion of both of your sex hormones creating insomnia, anxiety irregular cycles.    

The crux of this story?

Your body will always favour survival over reproduction.   Your sex hormones are nice but
your stress hormones are essential!    

What are your hormones and your body asking for right now?

There are many ways to reduce the stress in your life! Doing anything that you love, that
brings you joy, will increase oxytocin, your happy hormone, and directly reduce cortisol!

Choose something that nourishes your soul and make it a priority! Yoga, walking, cycling,
meditation, singing or time with dear friends…go do it!  

Doing what brings you joy will help you to stay connected to your inner wisdom and
intuition, make you more resilient and helps to put your stresses in perspective.

Is there enough joy in your life? What do you do to feel joy? How often? Do you make
enough time for yourself? Get out your diary now and book that catch up with a friend,
time for a walk in nature or a long overdue massage! 

Give yourself permission to do what brings you joy and lights you up!



Foods for Hormone Health
In general a plant based diet that is low in processed foods, meat  and sugar is best for
creating and maintaining health! 

Eating a diet that is low in processed sugars will help most PMS and peri-menopausal
symptoms and reduce inflammation.  
 
Too much sugar in the form of carbs, fruits and treats effects estrogen, progesterone and
testosterone levels because your body will prioritise balancing blood sugar balance over
balancing your sex hormones as this is more important to your survival.  

Women over 40 need less carbs than when they were younger. Our  bodies generally just
don't digest breads, pasta and pastries like they use to and converts them into sugar and
enhances weight gain, especially the weight that settles around our middle. 

Producing enough progesterone to balance estrogen is very important.  We synthesize
progesterone from pregnenolone, which in turn is  derived from cholesterol. Make sure
you have adequate consumption of good quality protein and fats, omega 3’s and
cholesterol in your diet. Avocado, lean meat, salmon, eggs, tahini, chia seeds, miso, some
nuts and leafy greens are good foods to include in your diet. Turmeric supports good
progesterone levels and has many other wonderful benefits too.
 
If eating meats and other animal products, choose organic as the hormones given to
conventional products act as estrogens in the body.

Ghee (clarified butter) is a wonderful food for supporting hormone balance. It is rich in
antioxidants, fat soluble vitamins A, D & E; Omega-3s and due to its high butyric acid
content, is very anti-inflammatory!  Ghee soothes an inflamed digestive tract and promotes
healing. If you are vegan then Flax seed oil has similar properties. 
 
Phytoestrogens are helpful natural substances found in foods. They are adaptogenic, help
your body manage stress, and balance estrogen levels. Found in more than 300 plants
phytoestrogens should be easy to get enough of if our digestion is working well.  
 
Here are a few foods that are rich in phytoestrogens: linseeds, especially crushed, beetroot,
carrot, broccoli, sweet potato, asparagus, cucumbers, tomato, olives, potato, apples,
cherries, plums, apricots, blueberries, watermelon, fermented soy (tempeh, miso), tofu,
green tea, mung and alfalfa sprouts, pistachios, cashews, almonds, sunflower seeds.



Avoiding Environmental Toxins
Not to be confused with phytoestrogens are xenoestrogens! 

These are bi-products of industrial and chemical processing that have estrogen like effects
in the body and are aptly called endocrine disruptors.  

Breast tissue is particularly vulnerable to their toxic effects as our breasts have so many
estrogen receptors which these chemicals can bind to.

Xenoestrogens have been linked to higher risk of cancers, adverse effects on reproductive
and brain tissue formation and fertility. 
 
They are found in many cleaning products, skin and hair care products, most plastics and
even in some hormonal skin creams! 

The major ones to avoid are:
Phthalates - used to soften plastics in shower curtains and PVC plastics or food storage
containers and straws. It is also found in perfumes and lotions to make scents linger longer
they are labelled as parfum or fragrance.   

Triclosan- in garden hoses, toothpaste, cosmetics, liquid soap, socks or clothes and kitchen
products labelled Microban.

Bispenol A (BPA) – has been linked to reproductive disorders, early onset puberty and
hormonal imbalances. It hardens plastics polycarbonate plastics and is used in the insides
of cans, water bottles and, sadly,baby bottles.
 

Don’t put anything on your skin that you would not put in your mouth!  Luckily there are

now plenty of natural beauty product companies but always ask and check the labels! 

Keep food in pyrex dishes or stainless steel containers

Use stainless steel or cast iron cookware 

Avoid using plastic takeaway cups of containers 

Recycling numbers 5,4,1 and 2 all the rest are bad for you! 

Avoid plastic wrap on food especially if it is hot

Eat organic whenever possible and especially meat and dairy

Use a cloth shower curtain or none at all

Avoids artificial car or room fresheners – use essential oils instead!

How to Avoid Endocrine Disruptors



Elimination and Liver Care
Keeping your body as free as possible from toxins is an important part of balancing your
hormones. 

We all accumulate some toxins in our lifetime. The trick is to accumulate as little as
possible. 

You can do this by eating a plant based clean diet low in sugars and processed foods; avoid
environmental toxins, including those socially acceptable ones like smoking, alcohol and
coffee (more on this soon!); keeping stress to a minimum and making sure that your
channels of elimination are working. 

We all have 3 channels of elimination. We all remove bodily waste via our stools; urine and
sweat. Keeping these channels clear and working efficiently is, as you can imagine, very
important! 

In Ayurveda we call toxins Ama. Most of our Ama comes from poorly digested food. Which
is why it is not just what you eat but how you digest AND eliminate any waste that is so
important to your health. Women tend to concentrate toxins in 3 key area of their body -
breasts, uterus and thyroid....but more on that later!

Another important organ that keep your hormones balanced, supports good digestion,
clear skin and helps to eliminate waste is your liver. 

Your liver is the primary site for excess Estrogen break down in your body. Good liver
functioning is essential for metabolising and removing excess estrogen. 

Remember, excess estrogen has many detrimental effects including fibroids, heavy
bleeding, cysts, breast cell growth and an increased risk of breast and ovarian cancer. 

Keep your liver and elimination working well by staying well hydrated; reducing excess
spicy foods and including bitter greens like alfalfa, barley grass, dandelion greens, radicchio
and other fresh greens into your diet. 



It is a common to think that we need to ‘do something’ or ‘take something’ to address any
imbalance and illness. 

However…have you ever considered the medicine of subtraction?
Ayurveda teaches that it is wise to remove the cause or trigger before applying any lifestyle
changes or consuming any herbal treatments. 

There are a couple of very socially acceptable substances that play havoc with our liver,
digestion, nervous system and hormone balance. I hope that we can still be friends after
you read this!! : ) 

Alcohol… studies have shown that even 1 drink a day for women will adversely affect their
livers ability to break down estrogen. This leads to an excess of estrogen in the blood and
increases the risk of many types of cancers, especially breast cancer. 

If you are having hot flushes and poor sleep alcohol is a strong trigger for both.

Coffee…Let’s bust a myth! 

Coffee does not give you more energy!!  It robs your reserves of energy, pumps it into your
system and then takes the credit! 

When you are tired and keep pushing on you are reaching into the root source of your
vitality, your kidneys and adrenals for that energy. Overdrawing leads to depletion. 

Coffee: impairs your livers ability to process estrogen, 
              triggers hot flushes and      
              increases poor quality and excess estrogen in the body     
              is a bladder irritant (It takes women up to 10 hours to process coffee so even a                       
              coffee in the morning can disturb your sleep that night!) 
              increases urinary secretion of calcium which can lead to osteoporosis
              unless organic, coffee is a cash crop with high levels of estrogenic pesticides 
 
Please be very moderate with coffee. Aim for no more than one a day at the most. If you
have fibroids, endometriosis, breast cancer or even a history of breast cancer in your
immediate family please consider giving it up for good!

The Medicine Of Subtraction



Remove the poisons in your life bit by bit.  We tend to reach for these substances as a
crutch when we are feeling flat or low and it is at these times that our body is hit harder by
their effects.  Use them as a treat, not as an everyday habit.

Ok…I know that was hard to hear! Are you still with me?

So they are the main substances to go easy on, but what else could you let go of that is
creating imbalance in your life?

What about saying ‘yes’ when you really want to say ‘no thank you’

Or multitasking which scatters your energy and frazzles your nervous system!

Women often juggle a number of different roles, from career women to mothers to carers
and nurturers. It is common to give out more than we ought to and take in less than we
need to replenish ourselves.

Listen to your body. Do you have a habit of pushing on despite feeling tired?

Our culture tends to ignore tiredness more than other bodily signal. When we are hungry
we generally eat, thirsty, we drink. When we are tired we think “What is wrong with me” and
push on!!

Perhaps nothing more is wrong than the fact that you simply need more rest! 

I say bring back the 10 - 15 minute day nap! The micro re-set in your day to drop in and feel
how you are actually feeling. Then, rather than pushing on. you can chose your actions
based on what your needs are. 

It is important to learn how to say no to too much doing!  To let go a little. Let go of
perfectionism. Let go of overdoing. Let go of striving and sink into ease. 

“Forget the perfect offering, there’s a crack in everything, that’s how the light gets in.”
Leonard Cohen

Learning how to slow down, turn inward, listen to your intuition and say a resounding Yes
to your self care will play a big part in your wellness. You are worth it! 



Emotional Acknowledgement and Release
 
Menopause is the greatest transition in an adult woman’s life.

It is a time when our inner voice speaks more clearly. Changing levels of progesterone
verses estrogen affects the temporal lobe, your site of intuition, making your brain more
intuitive. 

This is why menopause is the time to recognise long buried needs and make the changes
to create the life you want to be living.

Menopause is a time of release and clearing.  Holding onto unresolved and unexpressed
emotions can lead to the presence of physical symptoms and discomfort. 
 
I know it takes courage to make these changes; to put yourself first... without feeling guilty;
to integrate your shadows and embrace all of who you are.

It takes loving mindfulness to slow down and stay connected with your inner wisdom as
you navigate modern living. But it is there that you’ll receive the guidance and support that
will create more, joy, fulfillment and ease in your life.

I love supporting women one one one, in my online Embodied Wisdom Course and on
Retreats to connect with their inner wisdom and become more of who they are born to be.
To release old patterns and outdated beliefs, to create emotional freedom! 

You can also work with a counsellor or therapist that you are comfortable with or explore
releasing emotions through dance or mindful movement. 

Most importantly, know that you are loved. You are love!
You are enough. You are worth it!

Your Prana/life energy follows your focus.  Your physical body coalesces/forms around how
your prana is flowing. 
 
If your spirit and emotions are harmonious then your Prana flows easily in the body and
does not produce blockages or stagnation. Wherever we hold stress in the body, we
constrict the tissues there. 
 
Constriction causes narrowing and reduces the flow of Prana, eventually leading to
stagnation, imbalances and pain.  
 
Blocked Prana is a primary cause of disease, thus creating emotional peace and freedom is
key to your healing and creating hormonal balance. 

“The intuitive mind is a sacred gift 
and the rational mind is a faithful servant. We live in a world that has

elevated the servant to the role of master and forgotten the sacred gift.”  
Albert Einstein



Breasts, Thyroid and Uterus

As mentioned earlier, women tend to have 3 key areas where stagnation tends to occur:
our reproductive organs including breast and uterus, and our thyroid. 

Much of what I have touched on in this guide will help to keep these special areas of your
body clean and clear but here are some specific tips to guide you into deeper health! 

Breast Care
 
Breasts vary greatly between women! Some smaller, some bigger, rounder and pointier;
some are made of denser tissue, others lighter and everything in between!

Breast tissue is particularly susceptible to stagnation and forming masses. 
Here are some tips to keep your breast tissue clean and clear:

*To keep good circulation and flow in your breast tissue massage your breasts and the
surrounding lymphatic areas in your armpits with Organic Castor Oil a few times a week
whilst in the shower. If you are not sure if a lump is benign or malignant do not massage on
that lump but around it, and get it checked out. Castor oil has a special property that
moves stagnation, reduces masses and encourages flow. It also decrease inflammation. 
*Eat primarily organic and wholefoods. It is especially important that fat rich foods are
organic, such as ghee, all dairy and meat. Our breasts are rich in fat tissue and these foods
when not organic are high in fat soluble pesticides that, when consumed, will reside in out
fat tissue. 
*Be very moderate with coffee and go organic! Many studies have shown that coffee has an
affinity with breast tissue and has negative effects there and on our other reproductive
organs. Let coffee go if you have a history of breast cancer in your family. Too hard to let
go? Try decaf or have no more than 1 a day!
*Do yoga or other exercise that moves your arms and shoulders to increases circulation
around your breasts. Breasts are primarily lymphatic and fat tissue and exercise and
massage will keep the flow and reduce potential stagnation.  Exercise and yoga will also
help you to develop a good relationship with your body and balance your hormones by
decreasing stress and cortisol levels
*Wear softer bras with no underwire. If a bra gives a you line on your skin it is cutting off
circulation!
*Use natural deodorants rather than anti-perspirant that clog up your sweat channels.
Avoid artificial fragrances and phthalates. There are lots of great companies now creating
natural deodorants!



Thyroid Health

I see many women who are struggling with either overactive or underactive thyroids. 

Your thyroid is an important little gland in your front neck that, among other things,
controls your metabolism and secretes hormones that govern many of the functions in
your body. It governs how your body uses energy, consumes oxygen and regulates your
temperature. 

There is a common sequence of progression of hormone imbalance for most women. Our
adrenals are often the first endocrine organ to become worn out, closely followed by the
insulin secreting part of the pancreas creating imbalance blood sugar levels and weight
gain around the middle. 

Next in line is our thyroid whcih can become hyper active or crash into hypo or low activity. 

Here are some tips to support your thyroid health:

*Address and reduce the stress in your life. Refer back to our stress reduction tips.

*Eat, sleep and wake at ideally at the same time most days. Rhythm in your life will help
your thyroid!
*Yoga helps to restore thyroid health. Especially the poses that open the throat: shoulder
stand, halasana, cobra, and many restorative poses have a positive effects on the thyroid
*Seaweed – including some dulse, kombu or arami. It is a little controversial whether
seaweed can help in hyperthyroidism. However, in my experience including non-processed
seaweed into the diet has had good results

*Speak your mind!

*Consider a herbal tonic for adrenal and whole body to support your nervous system,
endocrine and reproductive system
*Walking outdoors at the same time each day helps to regulate your pituitary gland which
in turn helps to support proper thyroid functioning.



Uterine and Menstrual Health

Too many women think that it's normal to take pain killers during their menstrual cycle.
That this is just their lot and what they have to do. 

From an Eastern Medicine and Ayurvedic point of view any menstrual pain, whether during
bleeding or ovulation is a sign of stagnation in that area.

Stagnation means that your prana, life energy is not flowing well. And thus your physical
body, that forms around how your energy is flowing, is also not functioning as well as it
could. Fibroids, cysts and endometriosis, as well as heavy and painful cycles occur when
there is stagnation.

As well as taking care of your diet, your liver and saying yes to resting more during your
cycle, a castor oil pack (COP) can reduce the stagnation which causes these conditions.
Castor oil penetrates deeply, soothes the nervous system in that area, reduces
inflammation and stagnation and restores proper flow. 

COP are helpful for regulating menstruation, reducing heavy bleeding and clots, shrinking
masses such as fibroids or cysts. Please consult with a health practitioner if you are
experiencing pain. 

How to Apply a Castor Oil Pack:
*Warm the castor oil by placing the bottle in a mug of warm water.
*Gently rub about 1 tbsp oil between the belly button and the pubic bone 
*Pour a little more oil onto a flannel the size of the area you wish to cover and place it oil
side down on the area. Cover with a small towel to keep the oil away from your heat source
*Place a hot water bottle or wheat pack over the oil.
*Place a folded towel on top to help keep the heat in. Leave the pack on for 45 - 60mins 
*Apply 2-4 days a week for 30-60 days except during your period.
*DO NOT APPLY DURING MENTRUAL BLEEDING OR ANY OTHER BLEEDING, DURING AN
ACUTE ILLNESS OR IF PREGNANT.
*Please note: after beginning the practice of using castor oil packs it is common for the first
and possibly second menstrual cycle to be a bit heavier and/or more painful. This is
considered a part of improving proper flow as stagnation is being cleared form the uterus. 

*This information is not intended to treat or cure any ailment. It is not intended as medical or health advice
but is given as information. Please consult with your health professional before changing your health
practices.



Balancing your hormones naturally 
is possible!

It is your birthright to have balanced hormones, pain free cycles and enjoy your life. You
deserve it!
Step by empowering step you can balance your hormones naturally and live the life you
wish to live.

Please don't put your health on the backburner any longer.

If you would like guidance in making the life changes that will create more ease, joy and
deeper health in your life I would love to support you.

Book a free discovery call today to chat about how we can work together. Or if you are
ready for move forward I offer several different services and packages to support your
health needs. 

You don't have to do this alone!

Click here to book a free discovery call.

May you have great health, joy and deep reserves of vitality. 
With love,
Jacq

https://livingayurveda.setmore.com/

